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Frequently Asked Questions 

General 

 

Access to Records: 

Who has access to the child’s special education file? Those with a need to know who are employed by 

the system directly or through contract have access to a student’s special education file.  This includes 

the superintendent.  

 

Eligibility: 

A student is still eligible but the parent does not want services, what should the school system do?  

Both parties could ask for Mediation and /or a Due Process hearing.  If the system does not agree with 

the removal from special education but decides to honor the parent request, the system should 

document why they disagree but are honoring the parent request. 

 

Free Appropriate Public Education: 

What does full educational opportunity mean? This is not new to IDEA and entitles all children to have 

access to the same education and services that all children have within the system.   The system should 

have a plan for ensuring all children the full educational opportunity. 

What is the school system’s responsibility to provide special education and related services to a 

student after he or she has turned 22 when the student did not receive a regular diploma? Local 

school systems must develop written procedures regarding when a student who turns 22 leaves school.  

Systems may require that students leave on their 22nd birthday, at the end of the semester in which they 

turn 22 or at the end of the school year in which they turn 22.  The system must treat all students in this 

circumstance the same, so as not to be discriminatory.  The state rule for FAPE addresses this.  A student 

is eligible to enroll in any school year, when they have not turned 22 by the first day of school for the 

system and when the student has not graduated with a regular diploma.   

Does child find apply to home schooled children?  Yes, if the student is a resident of the system, then 

child find applies.   In addition, as a home schooled child, any eligible student must also be considered 

for proportionate share of federal funds for private school students.  In Georgia, home schooled children 

are treated as private school children in regards to special education. 

What can the school system do when a student’s medication has run out and the parent has not 

renewed or gotten a refill or does not give the medication?  School staff should communicate with the 

parent about the impact of not having this medication in the classroom on academic performance and 
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on behavior. The counselor or the social worker may also become involved in encouraging parents to 

obtain the necessary assistance. In extreme circumstances, the system may contact the appropriate 

authorities such as the Department of Family and Children’s Services. A system may not require 

medication before a student comes to school. 

What is the school system’s responsibility to provide services to students with disabilities who are 

incarcerated in local jails operated by the county sheriff’s department?  The school system has 

responsibility for child find and is responsible for providing special education and related to those 

eligible students.  If the student is in a facility that is operated or contracted by Department of Juvenile 

Justice or the Department of Human Resources, then the school system where the facility is located will 

work with the facility to deliver services and provide FAPE. 

If during the course of an evaluation, the student is found to need glasses and the parents do not get 

the necessary glasses, is the school system responsible for getting them? If the eyeglasses are needed 

for the system to provide FAPE, then the system must provide them.  Schools and parents can work with 

public and private agencies to obtain funding for the glasses. 

 

Parents: 

Is it necessary to retrain our surrogates?   IDEA and state rules have changed so there will be some 

retraining of surrogate parents necessary for the understanding of all educational responsibilities.  

Do all foster parents need surrogates?  The IDEA and Georgia Special Education Rules definition of 

parent allows flexibility when determining who needs a surrogate parent and who can be one.  Many 

foster parents can act as the parent and do not require a surrogate.  Usually, short-term or temporary 

foster parents would need a surrogate. 

 

Personnel and Facilities: 

Are sound-treated classrooms required for all students who are deaf or hard of hearing?  Georgia 

Special Education Rules state that IEP teams should consider a student’s need for sound treated 

classrooms. The determination of what constitutes sound treatment varies by student and his or her 

individual needs related to hearing and communication.  If the team determines that sound treated 

classrooms are required, then they should be provided. 

 

Private Schools: 

How do State Special Education Rules address private schools that are for profit? The IDEA  and State 

of Georgia requirements for private school and equitable services  only applies to non-profit schools that 

meet the definition of an elementary or secondary school.  
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Public School Choice: 

If a student used SB10 to move to another public school in system but was dismissed from special 

education how long does the student get to stay at that choice school?  A student who accesses the 

Georgia Special Needs scholarship to transfer to another public school may stay in that school until he or 

she ages out of the grades in that school.  

 

Records:  

How should public announcements be made before destroying records?  One or more written notices 

are sufficient to inform parents of the intent to destroy records.  Notices are often published in the 

newspaper or on the webpage of the school system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


